
COMPANY INTRODUCTION 

Beijing JBT Auto S&T Co.,Ltd was founded on September 29th, 

1999. Our company is located in the ABP (Advanced Business Park) 

of 

Fengtai District in Beijing China, which is a specialized area 

for top 500 

enterprises of China. 

JBT is advanced, professional and authoritative auto scanner 

manufacturer. We are a main auto scanner manufacturer in the 

auto 

diagnostic field in China. 

JBT is executive member of China Auto Maintenance Equipment 

Industry Association. We are also a member of China Automotive 

Maintenance and Repair Trade Association. 

JBT has been awarded “The High-Tech and New-Tech Enterprise”, 

“The Software-Strength” and “The Trust-Worthy Enterprise on 

Contract 

Implementation”. 

JBT has been awarded ISO14001 Certificate, ISO9000 Certificate 

and CE Certificate. 

JBT has been designated as the original OEM auto scanner 

supplier 
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for FAW Volks Wagen (VW), ZZ NISSAN (NISSAN), SOUWEST 

(MITSUBISHI), GUANGZHOU HONDA (HONDA), TIANJIN FAW 

TOYOTA (TOYOTA), SHAC (SSANG YONG), YONGYUAN UFO 

(RAV4), FAW TRUCK (MEXICO), SHUANGHUAN. 

JBT has devoted herself into the research of vehicle 

self-diagnosis, 

automatic diagnosis, vehicle electronic control technology and 

computer 

information processing technology. The mission of JBT is to 

bring the 

latest automotive aftermarket products with high-tech and 

economical 

price to the automobile industry. 

Safe Operation 

Thank you for purchasing the Color Screen automobile diagnostic 

tools (CS) that is researched by Beijing JBT Auto S&T CO., LTD 

For correct operation, read this operation manual thoroughly 

before 

use and follow its instructions. 

This manual describes the operation of the Color Screen and its 

functions. To operate it please store this manual in a safe 

location. 
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To ensure safe operation, this manual uses the following marks 

to 

indicate the items that must be properly observed. 

1. Safety Precautions 

PROHIBITED: To avoid crash accidents when starting engine, 

set shift selector in N (MT) or P (AT), and strain hand brake 

before 

testing. 

NOTE: As the battery liquid contains vitriol, take care to 

avoid directly touch of your skin. Pay special attention not 

to splash the 

liquid into your eyes and keep it away from fire. 

 

 
 
 
 

NOTE: There are various poisonous gases of vehicle emissions, 

such as hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide etc. To avoid breathing 

in the 
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gas, park vehicle in a well-ventilated place while testing. 

NOTE: While engine running, its temperature must be very high. 

Don’t touch the radiator and the exhaust pipes or any other 

parts of 

engine compartment. 

WARNING: No fire and smoking while testing vehicles. 

NOTE: Key-off while performing the tests. Pay special attention 

to protect circuits and electronic control elements. 

2. Test Precautions 

WARNING: Do not connect the scanner and then turn the 

ignition on while testing. Otherwise, it will produce high 

instantaneous 

current and damage the decoder. 

WARNING: Do not plug or unplug any sensor and other 

electronic control units while ignition on. Otherwise the 

self-inductance 

of windings, when circuit is open, will produce high 

instantaneous 

voltage and damage the sensors or ECU. 

 

NOTE: Pay more attention to avoid damaging ECU or sensors 

while you repair any other parts near ECU or sensors. 
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NOTE: Wireless speakers and other magnetic objects cannot be 

placed near ECU, because magnetic objects will serious 

interfere or 

damage the circuits and electronic control elements of the ECU. 

ADVICE: While removing and installing ECU or digital meter 

controlled by ECU, technician should make his wrist short to 

vehicle 

body. Otherwise the static electricity of human body may damage 

circuits of ECU or other electronic control systems. 

NOTE: To avoid damaging ECU and sensors, do not use the test 

LED or jump wire to test circuit related with ECU unless 

additional 

explanations have been given. 

NOTE: Except for special instructions of test procedures, the 

pointer-type or low-resistance multi-meters cannot be used to 

test ECU 

circuits and sensors. It will damage the electronic control 

elements. 

NOTE: Pay attention to the changed electronic control 

elements. The relative resistance of the new one should be 

measured. It 

ensures proper repair is performed and the circuit is OK. 
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ADVICE: Check the circuits and connectors to ensure firmly 

connected. 

NOTE: Ensure the connector pins of ECU are firmly connected. 

Otherwise the integrated circuits and the electronic control 

components 

may be damaged. 

3. Operation Precautions 

NOTE: The scanner is a computerized system, never shake and 

hit or place it in humid surroundings. 

WARNING: Never connect the decoder before turning ignition 

on by all means. Otherwise, the self-inductance of windings 

will produce 

high instantaneous voltage and damage the decoder. 

NOTE: Ensure the Data Link Connector firmly connected to 

Data Cable Connector of the decoder. If the connection is not 

good 

enough, it may not display or display unsteadily. 

NOTE: Keep Circumstances： 

 

Temperature：－40℃~＋50℃ 

Relative Humidity:＜90% 
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NOTE: Operation Circumstances： 

Power Supply：12V（±2V） 

Temperature：0~40℃ 

Relative Humidity：≤80% 

1.To diagnose automobile, how to connect auto scanners with 

automobile 

Use: JBT-CS auto scanner main unit, main cable, auto diagnostic 

connector. 

Connecting one side of main cable with auto scanner main unit, 

connecting another side of main cable with auto diagnostic 

connector, 

then connecting auto diagnostic connector with DLC in 

automobile 

(diagnostic link connector) 

2. To update auto scanner, how to connect auto scanner with PC 

Use: JBT-CS auto scanner main unit, main cable, power cable, 

PC 

Cable. 

 

Making auto scanner get power from power source, then put anther 

side of power cable in the main cable. Then make main cable 

connect 
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with auto scanner main unit. 

Making one side of PC cable connect with 9PIN connector in auto 

scanner main unit, another side of PC cable connects with PC 

9PIN connector. 

3. To print out the diagnostic information from auto scanner, 

how to 

connect auto scanner with JBT printer. 

Use: JBT-CS auto scanner main unit, JBT printer, printer cable, 

printer power cable. 

JBT printer needs to get power from electrical source firstly, 

should 

use printer power cable. 

Then connecting printer cable with printer and auto scanner 

main 

unit, the adapter of printer cable is 25PIN. 

4. To connect auto scanner with projector. 

UNIVERSAL PROCEDURE FOR ECU TROUBLE JUGEMENT 

AUTO TROUBLE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

 

When auto ECU has trouble, or when CHECK, ENGINE, ABS, SRS 

or other systems trouble indicator lamp lights, we could judge 

problems 
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and solve with problems according to reading trouble codes 

stored in 

ECU by auto scanner. 

Auto scanner reads data streams and compares data streams with 

reference scope in order to judge sensor and electron circuit 

to work well 

or not. 

Auto scanner tests actuator of auto in order to judge the unit 

in the 

auto works well or not. 

(1)First step: 

Reading trouble code 

Using auto scanner to read trouble code of ECU, if auto scanner 

could read out the trouble code, will go to the second step. 

If auto scanner could not read out the trouble code of the ECU, 

will 

need to judge problems according to analyze trouble phenomenon. 

(2)Second step: 

Clearing trouble code 

 

If the trouble codes could be cleared by auto scanner, the auto 

trouble is happened incidentally. If the trouble codes could 
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not be cleared, 

should check problems and repair auto according to trouble 

codes 

meaning. 

(3)Third step: 

If the trouble codes could not be cleared, should check 

electronic 

circuit of unit in the auto according to trouble codes meaning. 

(4)Fourth step: 

If the electronic circuit is ok, reading data stream and 

comparing 

data stream in order to check sensor work, and doing unit test 

in order to 

check unit in auto work. 

(5)Fifth step: 

After repair, make auto move, then use auto scanner to read 

trouble again, if auto scanner reads trouble codes, the trouble 

of auto has 

not been solved, in this time should not analyze auto problems 

according 

to trouble phenomenon. If auto scanner does not read trouble 

codes, the 
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trouble of auto has been solved, and the trouble indicator lamp 

should be 

Out. 

 

JBT-CS AUTO SCANNER OPREATION INSTRUCTION 

1. Basic Operation Procedure: 

(1)First step: 

Finding DLC (diagnostic link connector) in the auto, then 

choose 

correspondence diagnostic connector from auto scanner packing. 

(2)Second step： 

Using main cable to connect auto scanner main unit with 

diagnostic 

connector, then connects diagnostic connetor with DLC. After 

connecting 

well, make auto scanner get power. 

(3)Third step: 

Open the auto scanner, enter <AUTO DIAGNOSIS> function , 

choosing the auto system which you want to check with. 

(4)Fourth step: 

Auto scanner shows the diagnostic results. 

(5)Fifth step: 
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Auto scanner could set format for data stream stored. 

 

Users could adjust the background color and light of auto 

scanner. 

2. Preparation and Notice: 

(1) Battery of auto that needs to be diagnosed should be 

11V---14V. 

(2)Before turn on auto scanner, should turn off all accessories 

(such 

as air-condition, radio, lamp and so on). 

Supply voltage of cigarette lighter should be 12V 

There is no interruption in the circuit between DLC and ECU. 

(3)If DLC of auto does not have power, auto scanner could get 

power from cigarette lighter and battery, operation should: 

To get power from cigarette lighter: take off resistor from 

cigarette 

lighter; connect the JBT cigarette line with cigarette lighter. 

To get power from battery: connect the red clamp to battery 

positive 

terminal, and the black one to battery negative terminal. 

3. Keypad Description: 

(1):↑Key: 
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Move cursor(↑up) in the function selection menu. 

Roll screen up as measuring value blocks display. 

Increase the numerical values as inputting data. 

Roll the specified text up as browsing through. 

Move cursor(↑up) in table. 

(2): 

Move cursor (↓down) in the function selection menu. 

Roll screen down as measuring value blocks display. 

Decrease the numerical values as inputting data. 

Roll the specified text down as browsing through. 

Move cursor(↓down) in table. 

(3)←Key: 

Move the cursor(← left) as inputting data 

Move the cursor (← left) in tables 

(4): →Key: 

Move the cursor(→ right) as inputting data 

Move the cursor (→ right) in tables 

Enter the next display 

(5)：EXIT Key: 

Cancel or interrupt the operation 

Return to the previous menu Exit the test as ESC display 

(6): OK Key 
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Enter or perform the current operation 

Select the current menu 

(NOTE: In the different function menu, the functions of the ↑

↓← 

→ 

EXIT and OK key are different, you should be properly observed) 

JBT-CS SERIES AUTO SCANNER DESCRIPTION 

With the development of auto industry, the Engine ECU, AT, 

SRS CRUISE CONTROL and many other Electronic Control Units 

have been applied more and more into the automobile industry. 

Therefore, the auto diagnosis and maintenance for ECU could 

not be done only with maintenance staff ’ s experiences. 

Maintenance 

and Repair should also be done by electronic diagnostic tools 

and 

proper maintenance equipments. Auto scanners are the most 

common 

electronic diagnostic tool, which are often used to diagnose 

ECUs of 

autos by connecting to DLC (Diagnostic Link Connector) through 

proper adapters to obtain the data information of autos, being 

able to 
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erase trouble code, do setting and adapting etc. 

JBT-CS (Color Screen) Auto scanner Series is the 5th 

generation intelligent automobile scanner. The series is 

aiming to 

develop JBT-CS auto scanners to be the mainstream auto scanners 

in 

the world. 

JBT-CS auto scanner has been developed on the new 

platform-BT-DDS system, which enables JBT-CS Series have lots 

of 

convenience and powerful functions. 

The screen of JBT-CS auto scanner is genuine color LCD 

screen. The memory of JBT-CS Series is myriad for saving data 

and 

info storage, therefore, JBT-CS Series could accommodate 

amazing 

datastreams of all kinds of autos without changing cards. 

The software could be updated through downloading from the 

internet without any limitation. JBT-CS Series is easy to use, 

having introduction menu for each operational step. The title 

and 

format of any datastream can be set as users’ like. JBT-CS 
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Series 

provides abundant datastream reference scopes which are 

convenient 

for analyzing cars troubles. 

JBT-CS Series can also support printing test results by 

built-in or optional printers. Or JBT-CS Series can help 

technicians to 

review historical tested datastreams. JBT-CS Series has safety 

protection devices for both hardware and software in order to 

make 

auto scanner more stable. There is a video output port, which 

could be 

connected to multi-media projector to display the details of 

the screen 

onto a larger outside screen. 

JBT-CS FOUR CREATIVE INVENTIONS IN THE 

WORLD 

I. SELF-LEARNING & JUDGEMENT: 

Self-learning & Judgement function can help learn the standard 

datastreams of vehicles automatically, whose datastreams can 

be used 

in future as standard scopes. With these scopes, JBT-CS Series 
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can help check whether the datastreams of any same kind of cars 

are 

normal or not. 

1. Any JBT-CS Series auto scanner can learn the datastreams 

of cars as soon as connected to DLC of healthy cars. 

Explanation: 

When we have the cars that working well, we can record and store 

the datastreams of the cars and the datastreams can help set 

the 

maximum and minimum scope automatically due to the collected 

data from the healthy cars. 

2. Comparing datastreams and analysing 

Explanation: When we repair the same kind of other cars, we 

could use the data stream collected from healthy cars to do the 

comparison with the datastreams being tested. If the 

datastreams 

being tested are beyond the scope, it will display with special 

colors 

in order to inform maintenance people that the datastreams are 

abnormal, technicians can judge what is wrong with the cars by 

the 

highlighted items. 
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3. Rename the datastreams which have been learned. 

Explanation: JBT-CS auto scanner supplies positions for users 

to 

store the data stream of different cars. 

 

II. Over-Scope Alarm Display 

JBT-CS auto scanner supplies the reference scope that common 

use when cars are idle. When the cars move, if the data stream 

is 

beyond the reference scope, it will be displayed with special 

color in 

order to help maintenance people judge cars problem. 

1. Reference scope analysis. 

Explanation: JBT-CS has reference scope that common use when 

cars are idle. It is convenient for users to compare the data 

stream 

being tested in order to judge cars trouble. 

2. Warning color display. 

Explanation: The reference scope supplied by JBT is the normal 

scope when the cars are idle. When the data stream being tested 

is 

beyond the scope, it will be displayed with special color, 
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meaning the 

data stream is not normal, maintenance people should check the 

cars 

troubles according to the data streams which is displayed with 

color. 

Characteristic: 

1. Supplying reference scope for using, comparing data stream 

to 

do analysis. 

2. Warning color display is in order to find out car trouble 

easily. 

Use: 

1. Ignite on auto, make engine run when auto is idle. 

2. Connect auto scanner with adapter of cars in order to 

communicate with ECU 

3. Choose data stream function, then choose <JBT data stream> 

4. Analyzing car trouble. 

III. Data stream Memory and Printing 

Characteristics: 

Storing data stream as customers’ like. Data stream could be 

printed out by JBT printer. 

IV. Personality operation setting 
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JBT-CS auto scanner is color screen, and the color could be 

adjusted. 

TFTE (Thin Film Transistor Engine) 

TFTE improves the light and speed of display, make the color 

more light. 

ACE (Acceleration Engine) 

ACE makes auto scanner operation efficiently, makes data 

stream accumulate efficiently, and make auto trouble analysis 

efficiently. 

CSE (Communication Stability Engine) 

CSE makes systems afford pressure of high electric current, and 

could judge electric current. 
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AUTO SCANNER CONNECTION FOR DIAGNOSIS 

Procedural Chart of Menu 

Menu of Diagnostic Functions—Options’ Chart (give an example by VW braking system) 
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Operational Procedures of Scanning Function 

1. Auto Diagnostic Test 

Auto diagnostic test is the most important part of the whole 

test 

process. This manual lists the part separately. Please refer 

to auto 

scanning function introduction and its operational procedures. 

 
 

2. Historical test records: 

This function can be realized by connecting to outer printer 

that store 

and print trouble codes and data streams. 

 
 

First Inventiveness: Introduction to “Data streams can be 

saved and 

printed out” 

This instrument supports the function of saving and printing 
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data and 

of setting 3 roll memory spaces under each unit. Each memory 

space can 

accommodate 500 items of car running data. 

Function Description: 

Data Stream storage: This instrument can acquire and save any 

car’s 

practical test results or self-learning data for future trouble 

shooting or data print. 

Data Stream Print: This instrument enables any portable printer 

to 

print out the saved trouble codes and data in time. 

Function Features: 

1. Storing data streams as customers’ like for long-term 

records. 

Data streams could be printed out through JBT portable printer. 

2.Supplying 3 positions for storing for each car model. 

3.Each position could store 500 different items of data 

streams. 

Function Applications: 

1. This instrument can be connected to car’s ECU system and 

enter 
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the car’s system. 

2. This instrument can choose data to analyze and read data 

streams. 

3. This instrument can record data and save data streams. 

4. This instrument can come back to main interface and help you 

check the position and content of saved data streams, print out 

the saved 

data. 

3.Systematic Parameter Setting (The second inventiveness 

“personal setting”) 

 

JBT CS equips color screen, 

which supports multi-interfaces and colorful options with many 

different 

colors. Users can set the configuration with color options by 

their own 

wills. Their preferences can be personalized as follows: 

1. Foreground color (FCOLOR) setting 

2. Backgroud color (TCOLOR) setting 
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3. Title color (TCOLOR) setting 

4. Frame color (DCOLOR) setting 

5. Data stream over low/high warning (DS LOW/DS HIGH 

WARNCOLOR) 

6. Data stream (DS ITEM/SCREEN) item/screen 

7. Restore factory(RESTO, DEFAULT) setting 

Operations: when the selecting frame stays on any item, the 

current 

color is this item’s selected color, change to different colors 

by pressing up/down keys and changing the value numbers. 

Meanwhile, every press 

can change color step by step to realize rapid color change. 

Any other 

item can also be changed by press left/right keys and item’

s value can be 

changed by press up/down keys. 

Third Inventiveness: Introduction to Over-range Warning 

Colors 

JBT CS Provides referential ranges at idle speed of cars before 

they 

were delivered ex works. In the running process of cars, if any 

datum was 
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out of provided ranges, this item would be highlighted by 

special colors 

in order to help judge where the problem is and what the problem 

is. 

Functions Description: 

□ referential data analysis: The CS has already given out the 

referential ranges at idle speed of any car in order to help 

users do 

comparison to analyze car problems. 

□ Out of range color warning: Usually the given referential 

data 

all conform to the normal ranges at idle speed. When the tested 

data 

are out of the ranges, the data would be displayed by special 

colors. 

This means the datum is abnormal and repair staff can trace the 

problem with the help of this information. 

 

Function Features: 

□ JBT CS is furnished with normal ranges at idle speed before 

ex works. These ranges help data comparison and analysis. 

□ All out-of-range data would be displayed by warning colors, 
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which make it easier to trace car problems. 

Function Applications: 

□ Start the car and run the engine at idle speed. 

□ Connect JBT CS to the Car’s ECU system. 

□ Choose the running data analysis. 

□ Observe the running data and see to data with special colors. 

□ Carry on trouble analysis and focus on where the problem is. 

 

 

□ Every screen displays the items of data streams. 

□ Default configuration recovery: 

Users can recover the original setting before ex works by 

choosing 

RESTO.DEFAULT item. 
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4.Data Stream Parameters Maintenance 

 

 

 
 

Menu Explanation: 

〈1〉 JBT DATA STREAM REFERENTIAL RANGES: the 

idle speed referential data of any car model provided by JBT 

before 

ex works can not be modified on this screen. 

〈2〉 POSITION 2—POSITION 4 VALUE RANGE (XX 

systematic referential data stream range): this function can 

reserve 

the saved data through practical records. 
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Fourth Inventiveness: Introduction to Self-learning and 

Judging 

Function 

Self-learning and judging function refers to that learning from 

a 

car’s normal running data under some circumstance, which can 

be used to 

judge other cars’ data to be right or not. This can help users 

judge all 

kinds of cars’ running data scientifically, reasonably and 

correctly. This 

can also help users improve judgment and repair levels. 

For example, MITSUBISHI SERIES cars, we do not know these car 

models’ standard values of data streams at idle speed, but, 

we can collect 

this car’s systematic data of the engine, gear box, ABS, airbag 

and so on 

at idle speed, and input all the data into our car scanner. When 

we meet 

this type of car again, we can compare the normal car’s data 

with the 

tested car’s data. If any data is out of the collected normal 
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ranges, the 

items would be highlighted by special color to help trace the 

problems. 

□Functions Description: 

Self-learning of normal cars’ data: This function means we can 

reserve the saved running data of normal cars, this instrument 

would be 

able to set maximum and minimum values of the ranges by these 

saved 

Data. 

     

Analysis of Data 

Comparison: 

When we meet two cars of the same model, we can compare the 

tested data with the referential ranges of the data we learned, 

if the tested 
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data are out of normal ranges of the normal car. The items would 

be 

highlighted by special colors to show that these items are 

abnormal. 

Technicians can shoot the troubles by the highlighted items. 

 

□ Rename the Learned Data: 

This instrument provides each car model 3 positions for 

self-learned data streams. If the self-learned data are too 

many and not 

easy to arrange, we can rename these data by systematic models 

to help 

better arrange data and to compare these data with other cars’ 

and better 

use these data to analyze. 
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Function Features: 

□ Self-learn cars’ referential ranges of data streams. 

□  Do comparison between self-learned data and practical 

tested 

data to make troubles obvious. 

□ Self-learning function provides 3 pieces of saving space. 

Function Applications: 

□ Connect JBT CS to the Car’s ECU system. 

□ Select the function of Datastream. 

□ Select the Operation of LEARN DS VALUE RANGE and 

come to the LEARN interface. 

□ Position 2 have been saved with learned data. 

 

5.HELP 
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Users can get helps from checking the item of HELP to operate 

this 

scanner. 

Operational Procedures 

Turning On 

1、 Please connect the main cable’s 26PIN end to the 

main unit, and connect the 25PIN end to the car’s diagnostic 

link connector, press the power switch on down the main unit’

s 

bottom. If the instrument comes to the welcoming interface, the 

scanner is working correctly. If there is no indication, please 

check the concerned car’s diagnostic link connector’s power 

supply. 

The interface of the instrument which has power supply: 

 

 

2、Press the “OK” button, then the instrument would come to 

the 

testing program. When the following display shows up, it means 
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the 

connection is successful, then you may come to the next step. 

 

To continue: 

 

 
 

Turning Off 

Please escape back to the auto scanner’s welcoming interface, 

press the 

power switch off down the main unit’s bottom. And separate the 

connection between diagnostic connector and ECU’s DLC, then 

switch 

your car key back to the 0 position. 

Introduction to Testing Functions of Auto Diagnosis and 
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Operations 

 

CONTROL COMPUTER TYPES (Some special functions of 

computer-controlled systems have the same functions) 

This function can read the recognition information of auto 

computers, please remember this piece of information and it 

will help to 

buy or exchange the computers. 

Press〔↓〕〔↑〕keys to move the “→”cursor to choose 〔control 

computer types〕,press〔OK〕key to display on the screen: 

 

The above forms only show the VOLKSWAGEN engines’control 

computer types. The other car models and control unit would be 

different. 
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Notes to the above forms: 

Control Computer Types: 06A90618EK 

Engine Exhaust:1.6L 

Engine Structure: 4 cylinders 5 valves 

Fuel Injection System: Multi Fuel Injection (MFI) 

Control Computer Software Version Number: V02 

Code: 00645 Service Provider Code: 16016 

Reading Diagnostic Trouble Code(DTC) 

Press〔↓〕〔↑〕keys to move the “→”cursor to choose 〔READ 

DTC〕,press〔OK〕key to display on the screen: 

 

a) If the system is normal, then the screen would display: 

 

b) If there is DTC, the screen would display DTCTAB: 
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Press〔↓〕〔↑〕〔←〕〔→〕to move the cursor, choose the DTC 

we 

need to check, press〔OK〕key to display the implication of the 

DTC on 

the screen: 

 

When the test is over, press the key〔EXIT〕to return to 〔TEST 

FUNCTION〕MENU, it would ask if you want to save DTC. There are 

two kinds of saving forms: 

1. Save by testing date, the screen shows: 

 

2. Save by car no., the screen shows: 
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Press the keys of 〔→〕〔←〕to move the cursor to change the 

digit 

position, press the keys of〔↑〕〔↓〕to change the value of 

some digit. 

When the date or the car number has been right, press the key

〔OK〕,the 

auto scanner will save the test results into the memory of 

itself. 

 

Clear Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) 

Press the keys of 〔↓〕〔↑〕to choose CLEAR DTC, press〔OK〕, 

the screen would show 

 

If you want to judge whether DTC has been cleared, the auto 
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scanner would ask: “Read DTC again?”, if you want to reread 

DTC, press the key 

〔OK〕to read , otherwise, press the key 〔EXIT〕to return to 

the menu 

of SELECT FUNCTION, if the DTC can not be cleared, the remained 

DTCTAB will show up. 

Perform the UNIT TEST 

This function gives the orders to actuators through ECU which 

controls computer-controlling units to control actuators. We 

can also 

observe whether actuators perform the orders to judge if one 

actuator is 

normal or not. 

Press the keys of 〔↓〕〔↑〕to choose a relevant UNIT TEST, 

press 

〔OK〕, the screen would show 
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If you want to choose one actuator, press the key 〔OK〕, if 

the test is 

over, press the key 〔EXIT〕. 

Other actuators’ operations would be same to this one. If the 

car 

ECU program provides no actuators to test, the screen would show 

“NO 

TEST UNIT!”, press the key 〔EXIT〕to return to the upper level 

of the 

menu. 

Running Data Analysis 

In the process of scanning a car, data steams are the concrete 

expression of the car’s running status and the proof to trouble 

shooting 

and repair. Press the keys〔↓〕〔↑〕to choose DATASTREAM, then 

press 

the key〔OK〕, if you choose ALL DATASTREAM, the DATA VALVE 

RANGE will appear, if you further choose 1.JBT REF. VALUE RANGE, 
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the whole data streams of this car will show up as follows: 

 

Update:Connecting auto scanner with PC, and do not 

open auto scanner. 
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1.Connect your JBT-CS auto scanner to computer and main 

unit well as upon pictures. 

2.Download software in Desktop, and use Winrar to open it, 

because it is compressed. 

3.Open CSUD2 program which marks JBT logo. 

4.Look at Update Mode in the document, please select 

(N)ormal Update. 

5.Touch (B)rowse and choose CSSYS program and turn on 

your auto scanner to update basic platform. 

6.After basic platform update is ok, we introduce two methods 

about software update to you. 

First method is Quick Update. 

The method is as following: 

① After finish basic platform update, Look at Update 
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Mode in the document, select (Q)uick Update, then make C(a)ll 

Speed and Comm(U) Speed become maximum. 

② Touch (B)rowse and choose CS-GENERAL (E-ALL) 

③ Look at your auto scanner, enter Asia, Japan,Mitsubishi, 

waiting verifying, choose 2 QUICK UPDATE, you will see a 

document which is showing 

Number, Machine makedate, Application makedate and 

Updated file makedate, contact with JBT and give us 

Number,Machine makedate, Application makedate and Updated file 

makedate in order to get passport from us. 

Quick update could update software quickly, but it is not so 

stable during update. If any problems happen during quick 

update, 

please contact with us or changing to normal update. 

Second method is normal update, normal update could update 

slowly, but it is more stable, if quick update failed, you could 

change 

to normal update, or you could select normal update instead of 

quick update after basic platform update complete. 

That means quick update method and normal update method 

are all for software update, you could choose one of these two 

methods to do software update. 
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Normal update is as following: 

① After finish basic platfor update, Look at Update Mode 

in the document, select (N)ormal Update. 

② Touch (B)rowse and choose CS-GENERAL (E-ALL) 

③ Turn on your Specilist again. You will see a document 

which is showing Number, Machine makedate, Application 

makedate and Updated file makedate, contact with JBT and give 

us Number, Machine makedate, Application makedate and 

Updated file makedate in order to get passport from us. 

After input passport, touch OK, software update could start. 

ALL TYPES OF CARS DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION LIST 
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CHRYSLER DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION LIST : 

 
FORD DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION LIST : 
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RENAULT DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION LIST : 
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